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About This Game

Attack of the Earthlings combines turn-based combat and stealth in a dark comedic single player campaign, where you the
player, take control of the native alien race to defend your home world from the invading humans.
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Galactoil, a comically dysfunctional energy corporation, are hell-bent on harvesting the known universe for energy and will drill
anything in its incessant quest to line its pockets with profit. However, their latest foray into energy exploration on Planet X13,

has placed them into a bit of a pickle. The Swarmers, the native insectoid species, have another idea - to eat all the workers!

You take control of the Swarmers, a highly aggressive insectoid species, who must convert human flesh into alien muscle,
upgrade their units and even find the time to gatecrash a birthday party.

To put a stop to the invasion, the Swarmers must plan attacks carefully. Take control of unsuspecting workers, set traps, emerge
from vents and hiding spots to take your human prey by surprise, and assault in groups to kill multiple enemies at once.

The more earthlings killed, the more corpses can be consumed and transformed into new units with specialized roles and unique
abilities. The flesh of their own workers is the key ingredient to developing a successful alien insurgency against Galactoil.
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Voice actor and Vine extraordinaire, SungWon Cho A.K.A ProZD (A Hat in Time, Paradigm), lends his brilliant voice to X13
mining operation Regional Manager Dennis Dickinham; a man both massively unqualified and massively overpaid. A gregarious

fellow who finds joy in everything, be it catching a few rounds of golf with the boys or rerouting power from sickbay to the
massage chairs in the boardroom, Dickinham's a delight to be around! Just never, NEVER utter the phrase "bad idea" in his

presence.

The game also features an original soundtrack by composer Mikolai Stroinski (Vanishing of Ethan Carter, The Witcher 3:
Wild Hunt, Blood & Wine). Both of whom you can hear in this brand new sneak peek video below:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nTmNIbTnct4
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Title: Attack of the Earthlings
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Team Junkfish
Publisher:
Junkfish Limited
Release Date: 8 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 10

Processor: Dual-core 2.3 Ghz (i3 or better)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 560 Ti (1GB) / Radeon HD 6970 (2GB)

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Italian,Japanese,Korean,French
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A casually tactical diversion that doesn't overstay its welcome.

Pros:
- Tight design space, a nice change of pace from other entries in the genre.
- Well made, with no bugs found, clear tooltips and visual design that is both pretty and readable.
- Occasionally funny.

Cons:
- Edginess. The annoying kind. I'm guessing that I don't need to say this, most people probably saw the black and red player
character designs and correctly guessed that the story would embarrass itself a bit...
- The research level. Politely, it could be called experimental but it would be more honest to call it a mistake. It's over
eventually.
- Bad jokes mean no replay value. They're not all winners and I can't imagine putting up with some of these lines twice. At least
the voice acting is fine.

Overall, a decent game, far from spectacular but it does the important things right more often than some triple-A studios. It's a
solid day's worth of diversion, only challenging once in a while but satisfying nonetheless. I recommend playing towards fastest
mission clear possible for the most enjoyable experience.. That was actually a fun game to play. No bugs (unless you consider
the aliens bugs), challenging levels, killing those terrible evil humans to preserve the alien race. Good clean fun. ;-)
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